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Looking for some tasty Paleo breakfast recipes?This book has you covered. You'll find
everything from frittatas, smoothies and scrambles to muffins, pancakes and other baked
goodness. Here are a sample of some recipes you'll find:Summer Surprise Blueberry
MuffinsBiting into these muffins reminds us of walking through a primordial forest and
stumbling on a dewy, glistening patch of fresh blueberries. How could you help but gobble up
every juicy, surprising morsel? We think you’ll love the way the berries form little pockets of
sweetness throughout the dough.Arizona Dawn Sweet Potato FrittataIf a meal seems more
appetizing to you when it’s beautiful to look at, prepare to salivate. Not only does this dish taste
like the best of wild, Southwest American cuisine, it also incorporates the gorgeous colors of
the Southwest landscape: red (sweet potatoes) like the towering rocks, green (bell pepper) like
mountain pine, and yellow (egg) of the glorious morning sun. Great for special occasion brunch
or first course.Solstice Spice PancakesDon’t wait until Halloween to try these magical
pancakes. The earthy nutmeg, barky cinnamon, and snappy ginger evoke memories of
pumpkin pie, autumn harvest, and huddling together before a roaring bonfire.And plenty
more...____Hi, I’m Tyler Daniels and food is my passion. I have cooked and experimented with
different cuisines, styles, and approaches to food that eventually led me to stand behind Paleo
for a good reason. Since 2010, when I first stumbled upon Paleo, the Paleolithic lifestyle has
helped me boost my energy and fitness levels into new heights and allowed me to beat my
chronic acid-reflux problems; I am a living, breathing example of Paleo’s efficiency and that’s
part of the reason I decided to write this book.The recipes contained within this book’s pages
are the result of three years worth of cooking and experimenting with Paleo on all levels. Before
Paleo, my cooking was limited to “making” sandwiches, mixing bowls of cereals, and preparing
meals that didn't involve any cooking skills; I was suffering from culinary blindness.When I
encountered Paleo though, something stirred in me. Reluctantly at first, I started exploring the
Paleolithic diet and, as I delved deeper and deeper into the truth of eating healthily, my
excitement and inhibitions vanished; I had realized that Paleo is the real deal.In the past, I
didn't even like vegetables and my tastes (as well as my food imagination) were depressingly
limited in scope. Paleo changed all that and opened my eyes into the real world: a world of
colorful vegetables, powerful tastes (without dangerous additives), and healthy eating. Over the
last three years, I have grown to love cooking. It is a profound sense of pride I get from
knowing that I can provide healthy meals for myself and my family: a security in simple
ingredients and down-to-earth honest cooking recipes.One of my goals from writing this book
is to share this sense of pride from cooking responsibly with my readers and perhaps motivate
you into experiencing the Paleolithic lifestyle that helped me so profoundly.Scroll up to the top
of this page and "Click to Look Inside" to start your own Paleo Breakfast adventure!



Paleo Breakfast Recipes: For Busy Moms and DadsIntroductionBreakfast Foods Fast (Not Fast
Food Breakfast)Rise and shine, Paleo lover! Another day of adventure awaits, and you better
be fully energized and ready to face it head-on. We’ve all heard how breakfast is the most
important meal of the day, but did you know that breakfast is even more important for Paleo
lovers?Just as our Paleolithic ancestors relied on the first meal of the day to power them
through their daily activities, modern primal humans should also focus on making their
breakfasts the best possible. This is not particularly hard with Paleo, since Paleo breakfasts are
packed with energy and healthy nutrients such as vitamins and minerals, often at quantities
that far surpass any other type of breakfast. Additionally, Paleo breakfasts are tasty and
deliciously uplifting, full of berries, nuts, bananas, maple syrup, cherries, and lots of other
healthy ingredients that pack a seriously scrumptious punch. I’ve made sure that every
breakfast recipe found within this book’s digital pages is as complete as possible when it
comes to nutritional value, without forfeiting the culinary aspect of making it as tasty as
possible. Paleo breakfasts are far more satisfying and filling (not to mention delicious yet again)
when compared to the standard American diet (SAD) equivalents, and it’s a shame that so
many people don’t get to enjoy them.However, if preparing our Paleo breakfasts takes an hour,
then we’ve missed the point and wasted a good chunk of our time. Paleo is much more than a
diet; it’s a practical lifestyle and, as such, Paleo foods shouldn’t take too much time to prepare.
For that reason, all the recipes listed in this book can be prepared in 30 minutes (sometimes
much less), saving you time in your morning routine. These quick and delicious recipes will
help you start the day loaded with energy and a cheerful attitude. Some American breakfast
recipes are too light, others too heavy, while others just take too long to cook. The Paleo
breakfast recipes found in this book strike the perfect balance between nutrition, taste, and
time to prepare.This book features an extensive variety of Paleo-friendly breakfast recipes (in
fact, it’s one of the most comprehensive resources for Paleo breakfasts). This variety means
you can have a different Paleo breakfast each day and makes it impossible for you--or worse,
your kids--to get bored of Paleo. It is certain that you’ll find multiple recipes that will keep even
the pickiest young Paleo follower happy.No Paleo breakfast recipe book would ever be
complete without numerous different ways to cook eggs, the Paleo breakfast protein of choice,
and this book is no exception. There are lots of different ways to get your morning eggs
(actually egg is the most common ingredient across all the recipes in this book), and you’ll
certainly enjoy them in many different forms. Nonetheless, this book includes many non-egg
Paleo breakfast recipes, some of which are not commonly found in similar recipe books. This
only adds to the variety and ensures a rich culinary experience every single morning. Though
eggs often take the spotlight, we should remember that we can also get our proteins from other
Paleo-friendly sources such as almonds and other protein-rich nuts.If you’re worried that you or
your family members might miss some of their old, non-Paleo breakfast favorites, then this
book might be the answer. Many of the recipes listed here are Paleo-friendly versions of old
breakfast standbys that look and taste pleasantly familiar while being 100% Paleo-friendly.
These recipes are often tastier than their non-Paleo equivalents and are always healthier. For
example, you’ll find numerous Paleo pancakes, Paleo muffins, and No-Oats Oatmeal recipes
that may change the way you see Paleo breakfast once and for all.From One Paleo Lover to
the NextI’ll be honest. Writing this cookbook made me very self-conscious, and I’ve spent
many long hours contemplating what the best course of action could be. Cookbooks require
responsibility, well-founded research, experience, and, above all, insight into what people will



want to read about and cook. It is exceedingly hard to please every reader with one book since
everyone has different tastes and opinions about recipes and cooking styles while others have
medical or other serious reasons for preferring one type of recipe over others. For example,
some people need low-sodium recipes for their healthy diets while others like more spice in
their dishes out of preference; I personally love dishes that contain garlic. So, striking a balance
between all available recipes and the limiting factor (i.e., the size of my book), I had to find a
way to keep everyone happy.What I did to tackle that problem was to provide my readers with
fool-proof baseline recipes which they can then adjust to their tastes and preferences from
there. I know full well that cooking is an intimate form of self-expression and different cooks can
bring out different, exciting dimensions to the same recipe, sometimes transforming it in
unimaginable ways. For that reason, and even though I tried to put myself into all the recipes of
this book, I tried to leave enough space for my readers to be as creative with them as they
please. In the end, I know that perhaps not everyone will like every recipe in this book. I am
okay with that reality. My hope is that each and every one of you can find at least a few recipes
that really strike a culinary chord within you and help you transform your cooking and eating
habits in positive ways you might have not imagined before. I hope that inside this book you
find a couple recipes that you will love so much as to make them staples in your house, as
some of these are for my own family.What Does Paleo Mean to You?We also need to
remember that Paleo represents a rich and multidimensional dietary culture that is as tasty as
it is diverse. With that in mind, it comes as no surprise that everyone has different foods and
practices that are acceptable on their Paleolithic diets. There are many viable approaches to
Paleo. For example, some followers of Paleo are okay with apple while others don’t want the
fructose punch that an apple packs and consider it a no-no for their Paleo diets. It is the same
with balsamic vinegar; some followers of Paleo have introduced it in their diets while others
think it unsuitable. This adds an extra layer of difficulty in writing a good Paleo cookbook! To
manage this difficulty, what I attempted is to not put some of these questionable foods in all of
my recipes, hence giving my readers a multitude of choices. Where things are blurry, I decided
to err on the side of being strict rather than loose with my ingredients. After all, it is always
easier to add ingredients than it is to remove them from a recipe, and if you want to add some
non-Paleo ingredients to spice up your recipes a little, go right ahead!Feel free to skip this
prologue and get right to the “meat and potatoes” of this book, especially if you are planning to
cook Paleo in a few hours; you can return to the intro later. However, I feel that it is my duty as
a cook to explain my cooking preferences and give you a glimpse of my culinary background to
help you fully understand my angle for writing this book and picking these particular recipes. I
believe that, since you have been gracious enough to purchase or borrow this book, you
definitely deserve the best introduction to my style of cooking that I can provide.About the
ChefMy name is Tyler Daniels, and food is my passion. I have cooked and experimented with
different cuisines, styles, and approaches to food that eventually led me to stand behind Paleo
for a good reason. Since 2010, when I first stumbled upon Paleo, the Paleolithic lifestyle has
helped me boost my energy and fitness levels to new heights and allowed me to beat my
chronic acid-reflux problems. I am a living, breathing example of Paleo’s efficiency, and that’s
part of the reason I decided to write this book.The recipes contained within this book’s pages
are the result of three years’ worth of cooking and experimenting with Paleo on all levels.
Before Paleo, my cooking was limited to “making” sandwiches, mixing bowls of cereals, and
preparing meals that didn’t involve any cooking skills; I was suffering from culinary
blindness.When I encountered Paleo, though, something stirred in me. I started exploring the
Paleolithic diet reluctantly at first, but as I delved deeper and deeper into the truth of eating



healthily, my excitement and inhibitions vanished. I realized that Paleo is the real deal.In the
past, I didn’t even like vegetables, and my tastes (as well as my food imagination) were
depressingly limited in scope. Paleo changed all that and opened my eyes to the real world: a
world of colorful vegetables, powerful tastes (without dangerous additives), and healthy eating.
Over the last three years, I have grown to love cooking. I get a profound sense of pride from
knowing that I can provide healthy meals for myself and my family: a security in simple
ingredients and down-to-earth, honest cooking recipes.Two of my goals in writing this book are
to share with my readers this sense of pride from cooking responsibly, and perhaps motivate
you into experiencing the Paleolithic lifestyle that helped me so profoundly.Where are the
Pictures?You might notice the lack of pictures of any of my dishes. There are three reasons for
that. First and foremost, I am quite incompetent when it comes to photography, and any pics I
took of my dishes really didn’t do them justice. Second, I could use pictures from Google but,
instead of using pictures of dishes that others cooked, I decided to keep the book personal in
spirit. Third, I understand that many of you will be reading this book through ebook readers and
using pictures in between the recipes would render the book less readable for many. Instead of
pictures, I decided to enlist the help of my sister Ashley to write the descriptions for all my
recipes. She is much more talented with words than I am, so with my sister’s literary and my
culinary skills, I hope you are able to envision these tasty dishes in your mind.Nuances of This
CookbookEvery cook out there employs their own style and pours their distinct character into
each recipe they make; I am no different. My style evolved rapidly, and it was shaped by my
experiences with eating Paleo. So, I feel inclined to share with you a few hints about my
cooking that are strewn throughout this cookbook.Leftover MealsYou may notice that several
recipes list “leftover” meat in their ingredients. This refers to meat that you might have cooked a
day before and haven’t eaten yet. The use of leftovers is a genuine Paleo-friendly method for
saving meal preparation time that also helps us get rid of leftovers in a delicious and smart
way.Obviously, not all recipes contain leftover meat but some do. Also, you can substitute any
“leftover” ingredients with their “fresh” equivalents if you wish to do so (or if you don’t have any
leftovers at hand). The recipe will work just the same.Coconut OilCoconut oil is my personal
favorite when it comes to cooking Paleo. It tastes great and is perhaps the most versatile Paleo-
friendly ingredient as it can make both savory and sweet foods taste delicious. For that reason,
I’m using coconut oil in numerous recipes throughout this book. The only drawback with
coconut oil is its price, as it can be rather expensive, especially if you use it on a daily
basis.SpicesI’d also like to mention that all spices in my recipes are listed as dry unless
otherwise specified. When I suggest you use a fresh spice or spices in other forms, I make
sure to note it clearly in the recipe. My preference for dried spices is all due to practical
reasons rather than culinary ones. I am usually busy and don’t have time to buy and prepare
fresh spices. Buying fresh may save you some money too, but I usually don’t get to use all the
spices before they go bad, so they end up being a waste. I believe that cooking is not a one-
size-fits-all adventure, and for that reason I encourage you to be creative with your spices.
Follow what you think is best for your food.SugarFinally, a couple of recipes in the book contain
a relatively high amount of sugar (even if it comes from honey, it is still sugar). If you’re aiming
for a low-carb diet or you are not particularly fond of sweets, you may want to skip these
recipes.ChocolateA word of caution for strict followers: A few of these recipes contain
chocolate. If you avoid chocolate, you may want to skip to another recipe. But, in most cases,
the chocolate can be easily replaced with some sort of dried fruit like raisins or cherries.Let’s
Get StartedI’ve taken countless hours to craft, tweak, and polish these recipes, but sometimes
it’s impossible to catch it all. If you see any glaring mistakes made in this cookbook, please



email me at dtyler076@gmail.com. I will make the changes as soon as possible.I sincerely
hope this book will help you spice up your dishes and give you more options when it comes to
cooking and exploring the Paleo lifestyle.Bon appétit, Table of
ContentsIntroductionFrittatasOcean’s Bounty Salmon FrittataArizona Dawn Sweet Potato
FrittataRoman Feast FrittataOmeletsTaste of Yesterday Maple Syrup OmeletRocky Mountain
High OmeletNew World Forage Garden OmeletChicken Fajita Paleo OmeletSteak Classic
Mushroom OmeletScramblesGreat Plains Stampede ScrambleFour Treasures Asian
ScrambleSalmon Run ScrambleGreen Goddess Sausage ScrambleGold Standard Pork
HashSidesHash Browns ReimaginedSavory Turkish Zucchini Fritters“Las Sonrisas” Fried
PlantainsBreakfast SaladsFall Cornucopia Fruit SaladInstant Bliss Fruit SaladEveryone-Loves-
Avocado SaladFirst Foragers Spinach SaladGreat Pairs Pear SaladCave-Dweller
CobbMandarin Feast SaladBaked GoodsGolden Goodness Almond BarsPerfect Paleo
BiscuitsMuffinsGarden of Eden Apple Cinnamon MuffinsTropical Paradise Banana Walnut
MuffinsSummer Surprise Blueberry MuffinsCaveman’s Cocoa MuffinsSummer Harvest
Zucchini MuffinsFlorentine-Style Spinach Egg MuffinsPancakesPaleo PancakesSolstice Spice
PancakesYucatan Rainforest Cocoa PancakesAncient Essence Cinnamon PancakesIn-the-
Pink Strawberry PancakesCrepesCro-Magnon CrepesBack to Basics Bananas Foster
CrepeGood Old-Fashioned Apple Pie CrepeNo-Oats OatmealAgainst the Grain
“Oatmeal”Irresistible Chocolate Chip No-Oat MealEverything But Oats Raisin
OatmealPistachio Cherry No-MealGranolaNature Nuts GranolaHandful of Heaven
GranolaPecan Maple Sunrise GranolaHunter Gatherer Vanilla GranolaRoughage and Ready
Flaxseed GranolaDesert Oasis Date and Raisin GranolaSmoothiesSin-Free Strawberry
SmoothieBlueberry Blast SmoothieGreen Detox SmoothieFrittatasOcean’s Bounty Salmon
FrittataHere’s a “fried omelet” that really speaks to your primal senses. It combines smoked
salmon (smoking is one of the oldest and purest methods of preservation) with fresh
vegetables and herbs. We love the way the woody accents in the salmon balance the clean,
oniony tang of the chives. “Lox” and bagel fans, prepare to be converted!Ingredients%Ï 1
package smoked salmon, chopped%Ï 2 small tomatoes, diced%Ï 4 pastured eggs%Ï 1 tbsp.
fresh chives, minced%Ï 1/4 tsp. dill%Ï 1/4 tsp. salt%Ï pinch of cracked black pepper%Ï 1/4 cup
coconut milk (full fat)%Ï 1 tbsp. coconut oilDirections1 Preheat oven to 350 degrees F
(165 degrees C).2 Use the coconut oil to grease the inside of a 9 x 12 baking dish.3
In a separate bowl, whisk eggs, coconut milk, and spices (dill, salt, and pepper) until fully
mixed.4 Add the salmon, tomatoes, and chives into the egg mixture and stir gently.5
Add mixture to greased pan and cook in oven for 15 to 20 minutes.6 Then turn oven to
broil for 1 minute to add a crispness to the top.

PancakesPaleo PancakesSolstice Spice PancakesYucatan Rainforest Cocoa PancakesAncient
Essence Cinnamon PancakesIn-the-Pink Strawberry PancakesCrepesCro-Magnon
CrepesBack to Basics Bananas Foster CrepeGood Old-Fashioned Apple Pie CrepeNo-Oats
OatmealAgainst the Grain “Oatmeal”Irresistible Chocolate Chip No-Oat MealEverything But
Oats Raisin OatmealPistachio Cherry No-MealGranolaNature Nuts GranolaHandful of Heaven
GranolaPecan Maple Sunrise GranolaHunter Gatherer Vanilla GranolaRoughage and Ready
Flaxseed GranolaDesert Oasis Date and Raisin GranolaSmoothiesSin-Free Strawberry
SmoothieBlueberry Blast SmoothieGreen Detox SmoothieFrittatasOcean’s Bounty Salmon
FrittataHere’s a “fried omelet” that really speaks to your primal senses. It combines smoked
salmon (smoking is one of the oldest and purest methods of preservation) with fresh
vegetables and herbs. We love the way the woody accents in the salmon balance the clean,



oniony tang of the chives. “Lox” and bagel fans, prepare to be converted!Ingredients%Ï 1
package smoked salmon, chopped%Ï 2 small tomatoes, diced%Ï 4 pastured eggs%Ï 1 tbsp.
fresh chives, minced%Ï 1/4 tsp. dill%Ï 1/4 tsp. salt%Ï pinch of cracked black pepper%Ï 1/4 cup
coconut milk (full fat)%Ï 1 tbsp. coconut oilDirections1 Preheat oven to 350 degrees F
(165 degrees C).2 Use the coconut oil to grease the inside of a 9 x 12 baking dish.3
In a separate bowl, whisk eggs, coconut milk, and spices (dill, salt, and pepper) until fully
mixed.4 Add the salmon, tomatoes, and chives into the egg mixture and stir gently.5
Add mixture to greased pan and cook in oven for 15 to 20 minutes.6 Then turn oven to
broil for 1 minute to add a crispness to the top.Arizona Dawn Sweet Potato FrittataIf a meal
seems more appetizing to you when it’s beautiful to look at, prepare to salivate. Not only does
this dish taste like the best of wild, Southwest American cuisine, it also incorporates the
gorgeous colors of the Southwest landscape: red (sweet potatoes) like the towering rocks,
green (bell pepper) like mountain pine, and yellow (egg) of the glorious morning sun. Great for
special occasion brunch or first course.Ingredients%Ï 1 large sweet potato, sliced%Ï 2 small
tomatoes, diced%Ï 4 pastured eggs%Ï 1/2 small onion, diced%Ï 1 green bell pepper, diced%Ï
1/8 tsp. chipotle pepper%Ï 1/2 tsp. chili powder%Ï 1/4 tsp. salt%Ï pinch cracked black pepper%Ï
1/4 cup coconut milk (full fat)%Ï 1 tbsp. coconut oilDirections1 Preheat oven to 350
degrees F (165 degrees C).2 Use the coconut oil to grease the inside of a 9 x 12 baking
dish.3 In a separate bowl, whisk eggs, coconut milk, and spices (chipotle pepper, chili
powder, salt, and pepper) until fully mixed.4 Add the sweet potatoes, tomatoes, onions,
and bell pepper into the egg mixture and stir gently.5 Add mixture to greased pan and
cook in oven for 15 to 20 minutes.6 Then turn oven to broil for 1 minute to add a crispness
to the top.Roman Feast FrittataThe frittata is an Italian invention, so it’s no surprise that pork
and mushrooms, ages-old Italian ingredients, would work so perfectly in this crispy egg dish. Of
course, most of us don’t cook with wild boar, but its more familiar cousin, bacon, is an
irresistible alternative to kids and parents alike. The extra scoop of fat enhances the primitive
satisfaction of every bite. Ingredients%Ï 1/2 lb. bacon, cooked and diced%Ï 1 small tomato,
diced%Ï 1 cup white or baby bella mushrooms, diced%Ï 4 pastured eggs%Ï 1/4 tsp. salt%Ï pinch
of cracked black pepper%Ï 1/4 cup coconut milk (full fat)%Ï 1 tbsp. bacon
greaseDirections1 Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (165 degrees C).2 Dice bacon,
and then toss in skillet over medium heat until desired crispiness.
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FrittataHere’s a “fried omelet” that really speaks to your primal senses. It combines smoked
salmon (smoking is one of the oldest and purest methods of preservation) with fresh
vegetables and herbs. We love the way the woody accents in the salmon balance the clean,
oniony tang of the chives. “Lox” and bagel fans, prepare to be converted!Ingredients%Ï 1
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(165 degrees C).2 Use the coconut oil to grease the inside of a 9 x 12 baking dish.3
In a separate bowl, whisk eggs, coconut milk, and spices (dill, salt, and pepper) until fully
mixed.4 Add the salmon, tomatoes, and chives into the egg mixture and stir gently.5
Add mixture to greased pan and cook in oven for 15 to 20 minutes.6 Then turn oven to
broil for 1 minute to add a crispness to the top.Arizona Dawn Sweet Potato FrittataIf a meal
seems more appetizing to you when it’s beautiful to look at, prepare to salivate. Not only does
this dish taste like the best of wild, Southwest American cuisine, it also incorporates the
gorgeous colors of the Southwest landscape: red (sweet potatoes) like the towering rocks,
green (bell pepper) like mountain pine, and yellow (egg) of the glorious morning sun. Great for
special occasion brunch or first course.Ingredients%Ï 1 large sweet potato, sliced%Ï 2 small
tomatoes, diced%Ï 4 pastured eggs%Ï 1/2 small onion, diced%Ï 1 green bell pepper, diced%Ï
1/8 tsp. chipotle pepper%Ï 1/2 tsp. chili powder%Ï 1/4 tsp. salt%Ï pinch cracked black pepper%Ï
1/4 cup coconut milk (full fat)%Ï 1 tbsp. coconut oilDirections1 Preheat oven to 350
degrees F (165 degrees C).2 Use the coconut oil to grease the inside of a 9 x 12 baking
dish.3 In a separate bowl, whisk eggs, coconut milk, and spices (chipotle pepper, chili
powder, salt, and pepper) until fully mixed.4 Add the sweet potatoes, tomatoes, onions,
and bell pepper into the egg mixture and stir gently.5 Add mixture to greased pan and
cook in oven for 15 to 20 minutes.6 Then turn oven to broil for 1 minute to add a crispness
to the top.Roman Feast FrittataThe frittata is an Italian invention, so it’s no surprise that pork
and mushrooms, ages-old Italian ingredients, would work so perfectly in this crispy egg dish. Of
course, most of us don’t cook with wild boar, but its more familiar cousin, bacon, is an
irresistible alternative to kids and parents alike. The extra scoop of fat enhances the primitive
satisfaction of every bite. Ingredients%Ï 1/2 lb. bacon, cooked and diced%Ï 1 small tomato,
diced%Ï 1 cup white or baby bella mushrooms, diced%Ï 4 pastured eggs%Ï 1/4 tsp. salt%Ï pinch
of cracked black pepper%Ï 1/4 cup coconut milk (full fat)%Ï 1 tbsp. bacon
greaseDirections1 Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (165 degrees C).2 Dice bacon,
and then toss in skillet over medium heat until desired crispiness.3 Set bacon aside and
use 1 tbsp. of bacon grease to coat the inside of a 9 x 12 baking dish.4 In a separate bowl,
whisk eggs, coconut milk, salt, and pepper until fully mixed.5 Add the tomatoes and
mushrooms to the egg mixture and stir gently.6 Add mixture to greased pan and cook in
oven for 15 to 20 minutes.7 Then turn oven to broil for 1 minute to add a crispness to the
top.OmeletsTaste of Yesterday Maple Syrup OmeletEvery bite of this recipe puts you in mind of
Northwoods maple syrup taps and old-fashioned pancake breakfasts. But, surprise! There’s
only a tiny tablespoon full of syrup in the whole batch. Look online for authentic maple syrup
made only with natural tree sap for the purest, cleanest flavor and nutrition.Ingredients%Ï 4
pastured eggs%Ï 1 tbsp. maple syrup%Ï 1/2 tsp. vanilla extract%Ï 1 tbsp. coconut
oilDirections1 Heat coconut oil in skillet over medium heat.2 In a mixing bowl, whisk
all ingredients until fully mixed, and then add to skillet over medium heat.3 Ensure the egg
mixture evenly coats the pan.4 After a few minutes, use a spatula to flip the omelet in
half.5 Cook 2 to 3 minutes longer, then remove from heat.6 Serve with your choice of
toppings: pecans, walnuts, a drizzle of maple syrup.Rocky Mountain High OmeletYou can
never go wrong with the classics--but you can go one better. That’s why our take on the
traditional Denver omelet includes the iron-rich power of spinach plus pork cooked to your
preference. If you have seasoned pork leftover from one of our Paleo dinner recipes, feel free
to use that instead of bacon. Almost any spice combination will hold up well in this egg and
vegetable basic.Ingredients%Ï 4 pastured eggs%Ï 1/2 red pepper, diced%Ï 2 scallions, diced%Ï
1 small tomato, diced%Ï 1/3 cup leftover pork, chopped (cooked bacon works too)%Ï 1/2 tsp.



garlic, minced%Ï 1/4 cup spinach, chopped%Ï Salt and pepper to taste%Ï 1 tbsp. coconut
oilDirections1 Heat coconut oil in skillet over medium heat.2 In a mixing bowl, whisk
all ingredients until fully mixed, and then add to skillet over medium heat.3 Ensure the egg
mixture evenly coats the pan.4 After a few minutes, add the rest of the ingredients.5
Then use a spatula to flip the omelet in half.6 Cook 2 to 3 minutes longer, then remove
from heat.New World Forage Garden OmeletMaybe authenticity is what makes this simple
omelet so good. Ancient Native Americans probably discovered the combination of birds’ eggs,
wild pepper, onion, tomato, and mushroom long before we did. Some scholars even think the
coconut originated in South America. But regardless of who thought of it first, we’re sure that
once your family discovers it, they’ll love it.Ingredients
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Valerie Vonnegan, “Perfect Complement to a Paleo Diet. You don't have to be a busy mom or
dad to use or enjoy this book, but I'm also certain that it would really help out if you were trying
to raise your kids to eat a healthy Paleo diet.I have been Paleo for over a year now. The
benefits of it are too numerous to list in one review, but to summarize, it's completely changed
my health and my life.One of the hardest things continually is to find or develop new recipes.
When you limit your diet, you feel as though you are limiting your options.I found this book after
picking up and enjoying 
  
4 Weeks of Fabulous Paleolithic Breakfasts (4 Weeks of Fabulous Paleo Recipes)

  
  
which was spurred by my major cravings for a hearty breakfast. I have been longing to
replicate a gluten-free version of carb-loaded ones I grew up on in the South. These days, I
have very simple breakfasts because I'm not a chef and usually just make something
simple.This book has given me such wonderful ideas for breakfast time. It completely replaced
my recipe for Paleo oatmeal (I call mine faux-tmeal) as well as added a ton of delicious recipes
to my collection.From muffins to bars to pancakes to good old fashioned hash browns made
with sweet potato, this book is a real winner.I would definitely recommend this book to anyone
that's on a Paleo diet for maintenance or even those beginning the Paleo diet.”

Sharon A. Dawson, “Must have easy cookbook for Paleo people. Great recipes that make
being Paleo easy without too many fancy ingredients or fancy equipment needed. Yes, you'll
need Almond Flour and Coconut Oil and the like, but if you're going Paleo you'll need to stock
up on these anyways. A great book for jumping in and cooking today.The Apple Cinnamon
Muffins were super moist and delicious that my husband didn't know initially they were Gluten
Free/Paleo. He (and many of my friends) think of GF baked goods as equivalent to cardboard,
and that's not the case at all with these muffins. Can't wait to try more recipes and change my
friends' minds.The price can't be beat as well. Thanks Tyler for this great collection of recipes!
Update - I'm finding this to be my Go To book when I'm looking for muffin recipes (and that's
even with 150 Best Gluten Free Muffin Recipes cookbook on my shelf).I've also enjoyed the
Caveman's Cocoa Muffins - made with home ground Pecan flour versus Almond flour as the
recipe called for and was still yummy.”

Visionary, “Great brekkie recipes for busy paleo diet eaters.... Love this little book of great
brekkie recipes for busy moms and dads (really for any paleolithic diet eater who wants a
healthful paleo breakfast that can be made super quick).Whatever your eating plan, it's easier
to stick with it if you have enough healthful, yummy recipes and this book DELIVERS! Think
fresh, fit, fabulous, fun and fast!Love all of the scrambles recipes, the breakfast fruit salads,
frittatas, smoothies, and especially the hot, delish paleo baked goods. Can you say almond
meal? Anyone, anyone?This little recipe book, lovingly handcrafted by chef Tyler Daniels, is



one that I am super happy to have on my 
  
Kindle Paperwhite 3G, 6" High Resolution Display with Built-in Light, Free 3G + Wi-Fi -
Includes Special Offers

  
  
    ! Happy reading and paleo eating~* #healthful #fit #cavemandiet”

kasimmon, “Tasty!. Not a busy parent, but even the childless among us can use quick and
healthy breakfast ideas. I follow a number of paleo blogs, but breakfast has always been
problematic. When I'm half asleep and running late, the last thing I want to do is spend more
than 10 minutes coming up with something to eat. This book has a lot of recipes I can make
ahead and grab without thinking about it - several variations on grainless oatmeal and granola,
baked goods, omelets and frittatas that can be made in large batches and reheated, even
some smoothies that I can prep ingredients in advance and toss in the blender in the morning.
Definitely a cookbook I'll keep around.”

H. Painter, “Great recipe book!. I just bought this not too long ago, and I have tried two recipes
so far, the Summer Surprise (blueberry muffins), and the Caveman's Cocoa muffins. Both
recipes were quick and easy to make, and they both tasted good (especially the blueberry
muffins!). I'm looking forward to trying more recipes from this book!”

Little Known Blogger, “Pretty good, but improvable.... Overall, the recipes are quite good.
Some of them rely too heavily on honey and maple syrup for me to consider them "paleo", but
most are fine. I only wish that there were some pictures! I suppose that would raise the cost of
the book, however.  Four stars overall.”

Jgrace, “Lots of recipes!. I'm so excited to try these recipes! I liked the author's honesty in
prologue. He is direct and likeable. This book is an easy read and he tells you how to quickly
skip to recipes if that's what you are after.”

DGman, “Great cookbook. This cookbook is filled with the perfect amount and variety of tasty
easy recipes. Perfect for the busy mom, most of the recipes are fast and all are healthy!”

The book by Tyler Daniels has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 38 people have provided feedback.
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